
Perfectly paired and beautifully balanced. Simple, stylish, powerful and pure. Black and White.
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ZEBRA  
Black stripes on white or white stripes on black? Either way this 
life-size zebra print is a dynamite look. The bold wallcovering is uber 
sophisticated in a post-modern setting, super trendy for a fashionable 
teen, or wild and wooly in a little boy’s safari themed bedroom. 
The yin and yang of the contrasting colors is a great backdrop for 
bright furnishings.

NOVELTY EURO SCENIC   
Jules Verne would have loved this wallcovering. Viewing this 
cosmopolitan print is a trip around the world in far less than 
eighty days! The design includes the Eiffel Tower, the London Eye, 
Venetian gondolas, and many more landmarks from across the pond.  
World traveler or armchair vagabond, this cleverly sketched design, 
in black, red and grey, on white, will be a delightful addition to your 
home décor.  Incorporate red accents. 

MEDALLION WITH SCROLL  
Fresh and contemporary, this lively wallcovering features six 
inch daisy shaped metallic medallions liberally scattered over 
contrasting curlicues. The pert tri-colored raised pattern makes a 
unique decorating statement wherever you choose to install it. 
Three color variations are available including black with Katydid 
green on a white field.

BIRDCAGE 
It’s only a bird in a gilded cage, but how it makes you smile.
The whimsical feathered friends sit and flit across this 
cunning wallcovering. Glimmers of metallic ink add shiny highlights to 
the silver on black or black on white color combinations. It is a lovely 
and cheery selection for a breakfast nook, sun room or powder room.



HARRIS PLAID   
The look of this wallcovering is analogous to fine fabric, a 
handsome Harris Plaid. This geometric pattern bears a semblance 
to the menswear woven wool. Presented in dignified shades of 
tan and grey on cream or black and brown on white, this paper is 
particularly appealing in a gentleman’s space; perhaps a library 
or office.

SILK STRIPE   
All dressed up with someplace to go; on your walls! This alternating 
contrasting stripe is embellished with a miniature chevron pattern, some 
in a metal finish to bring a shine to the design. This wallcovering would 
look good most anywhere but especially in a more formal setting. 
Choose from grey and white or black and white, both with 
silver metallic.

CHEVRON 
Make a strong statement with this wallcovering. The oversize chevron 
pattern zigs and zags making a retro impression not to be denied. 
This design will embolden the décor of a modern home. For greatest 
impression select shades of black and grey with the shine of Mylar; 
for a softer version choose beiges and creams or stark black and white.

NEWSPRINT ACCESSORY 
What’s black and white and “read” all over? Here’s the answer to 
that child hood riddle! This wallcovering, depicting vintage 
European retail advertisements, is black and white and entertain-
ing to read. That’s a little bonus to the handsome and intriguing 
look it will bring to your home office, library, or powder room. 
The colors are creamy white with black and grey print.



NEOCLASSIC URN TOILE  
A departure from the pastoral theme, this take on toile has a more 
sophisticated edge. The neoclassical wallcovering features a pattern 
replete with hanging urns overflowing with flowers, chubby cherubs, 
soaring birds, and scrolling branches adorned with beads and 
ribbons on a field of diamond shapes. This out-of-the-ordinary paper 
is black and white on pale butter yellow, an extraordinarily pleasing 
color combination.

OLD WORLD TOILE   
A romantic French fantasy evocative of Marie Antoinette, this lovely 
toile is a delightful depiction of halcyon days. Borrowed from a 
document fabric, the pattern of this wallcovering includes merry 
maids and gentlemen as well as a myriad of flora and fauna. The dual 
color design is presented in black and white or black and ecru.

GEOMETRIC LATTICE
A glittering geometric lattice forms a gleaming pattern on a matte 
field and makes a striking wallcovering where boldness is desired.  
The large scale design might have been borrowed from an exotic 
Moroccan door. There is an air of romance and secrecy about it. 
Select from black with raised gold or white with textured silver. 

WATERCOLOR FLORAL 
There’s purity about this wallcovering. The design, so lovely in its 
simple rendering, speaks of tranquility and repose. The artistry is 
presented in charcoal on pearlescent white or charcoal on pearly beige. 
While this serene print is ideal for a bed and bath it could be used 
virtually anywhere you want to set a calm and peaceful ambiance. 



OPEN TRELLIS   
A clever pattern of intersecting lines creates an open trellis motif on 
this wallcovering. The circles and quatrefoil shapes on an open field 
are similar to ironwork on a New Orleans garden gate. The pattern is 
enforced through the use of contrasting colors of black on white or 
chalk on lead grey.

TRES CHIC  
Leafy branches are reaching for the sky on this stunning wallcovering. 
In dramatic fashion, the large scale tricolor design stands out against 
the pure white background making a profound visual statement. 
The branches are slick shiny silver with contrasting black and tan foliage.

LEAF OUTLINE SIDEWALL   
A leafy bower of tangled vines reflects an artist’s impression of 
nature’s handiwork. The graphic depiction is elegant in its stylish 
portrayal that evokes both Art Nouveau and Art Deco influence. It is 
available in a muted pearlescent gold or carbon black, each on a 
pure white field.

DOTTY STRIPE 
If you have champagne taste, you’ll love this wallcovering. The sinuous 
trail of multi-sized dots rises upward like the bubbles in a crystal flute. 
It is light hearted and festive in an amusing fashion; so clever in a 
bath or wet bar area. The effervescent color combos are black or 
silver on white.



TWILL SISAL
This wallcovering has an organic appearance with fibers woven 
into a natural grasscloth. The texture adds interest and additional 
dimension to the room and would make a powerful focal wall 
aligned with a lighter color or patterned paper. This version is done 
in a rich dark chocolate color that is quite dramatic.

DECORATIVE DAMASK  
With a respectful nod to the past, this modern interpretation of 
damask makes an indelible impression! The wallcovering flaunts a 
pattern consisting of oversized stylized foliage medallions and 
scrollwork framing on a mottled field. Select from bold black on 
off white, cream on pearlescence, or silver sheen on ecru.

GRAPHIC DAMASK   
Colossal in size, contrasting floral medallions appear in a diamond 
configuration on a solid background.  This statement making 
wallcovering, influenced by traditional damask design, has the 
bombastic look of bold modern décor. Your choices include a 
neutral cream on beige, brash black on snow white, or shiny black 
onyx on matte midnight black. 

TREE SILHOUETTE SIDEWALL 
Who doesn’t love a tree house? Out of sight in a leaf shaded hideaway 
up above the earth; it’s a romantic notion we never outgrow.  
This wallpaper, with its branching tree design, elevates your room 
to that fantasy status. Your choice of black or tan on a creamy 
white background.



DOCUMENT DAMASK   
A damask design as delicate as a Spanish mantilla, the detail as 
intricate as a lacy bridal veil, this wallcovering is a stunner!  
Ladylike, refined, dainty in scale, the pattern is so appropriate for a 
lady’s bedroom and bath. The shiny woven ground is available in 
golden pearl, silver sheen, or a mottled graphite grey. 

OGEE DAMASK   
Large and lively and lovely, too; this tri-color damask demands to 
be seen. The wallcovering, with its powerful graphic concept of the 
traditional design, will be at home in your modern house. Your color 
choices of the silhouetted pattern are black and gold or black and 
silver on white.

NEOCLASSIC DAMASK   
The Greco-Roman influence is evident on this Neo classic wallcovering. 
The metallic crackled background suggests antiquity. The harmonious 
pattern of graceful wheat sheaves and scrolling acanthus leaves are 
embellished with beads and concentric circles of foliage. The symbiotic 
elements create a pretty picture and are available in two pleasing 
neutral color choices, both featuring greys, off whites, and tans. 

CHANDELIER DAMASK   
A bit of glitz and a touch of glamour; this wallcovering showcases a 
collection of whimsical chandeliers framed in sinuous scrollwork 
and dusted with glitter or touched with metal. The contemporary 
take on traditional damask design is a little cheeky, a lot of fun. 
Available in black, white and silver, how dramatic yet charming in a 
lady’s bath or dressing room with mercury glass accessories.  


